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При работе с поэтическим текстом не следует забывать и о дикции. Надо следить, 
чтобы гласные звуки были сформированы близко, устойчиво и определённо, а согласные – 
произнесены энергично, но не утрированно.

Только тогда, когда поэтический текст осознан и проработан, его можно соединить с 
мелодической линией. Необходимо обратить внимание на то, как учащийся произносит и 
соединяет слоги. Гласные звуки являются наиболее вокальным элементом слова. Они ведут  
вокальную линию и поэтому должны выдерживаться в меру полной длительности. затем 
следует переходить мгновенно на следующий слог, быстро и чётко произнося согласные, если 
таковые имеются. Если слог заканчивается на согласную, надо выдержать полную длительность 
гласной, а согласную быстро и отчётливо произнести вместе со следующим слогом.

Учащийся должен научиться находить точку наивысшего подъёма, главную точку 
музыкально-смыслового содержания произведения, т.е. кульминацию. Выявить это можно 
различными средствами музыкальной выразительности – нарастающим  crescendo к 
кульминационному звуку (например, в романсе П.И.Чайковского Страшная минута это 
фраза «О, внемли же мольбе моей»), либо особой тембровой окраской звука, неожиданным  
piano (в романсе П.И.Чайковского Погоди фраза «Милый друг, это жизнь, а не грёзы»), 
либо выразительной паузой,  заключительной каденции в арии, финальным отыгрышем 
фортепианной партии и т.д.

При разучивании нотного текста произведения с вокалистом нельзя ограничиваться только 
выучиванием вокальной партии. Необходимо ознакомиться со всей фактурой произведения, 
то есть и с партией концертмейстера. Певцы часто слышат только себя, не обращая внимание 
на партию фортепиано и не воспринимают её как основную часть произведения.
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Spre deosebire de mulţi dintre predecesorii şi contemporanii săi, Frédérik Chopin este cunoscut în primul rând ca autor 
al unor lucrări de referinţă pentru pian. Totuşi, F.Chopin nu a ocolit în creaţia sa genurile vocale, care erau foarte răspândite 
în perioada romantică. El este autorul a circa douăzeci de cântece lirice pentru voce şi pian, pe cuvintele unor poeţi polonezi, 
pe care le-a scris, practic, pe parcursul întregii sale vieţi. 

În articol este prezentată o analiză succintă a lucrărilor sale (cântece şi transpuneri pentru cor), din punctul de vedere al 
interpretării acestora dar şi valenţele formativ-pedagogice de dezvoltare a sensibilităţii muzicale la studenţi.

Being concerned with the combination of “the Beauty” with “the Good” (kalokagthon) from the 
time of Homer and the ancient Greeks, through Renaissance, the neo-humanism of the 18th century 
till the contemporary epoch, humanity is permanently looking for ways and means of achieving an 
efficient aesthetic education. Together with the other sides of education (intellectual, moral, physical, 
professional) (according to Rene Hubert) this aims at the harmonious development of a personality, 
with not a “closed” but an open general and specialized culture, able to reorganize in concordance with 
the transformations and changes which take place in our modern society, a personality able to develop 
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its own cognitive, emotional and psychomotor capacities. This desideratum can be achieved only 
through an adequate symbiosis of all the components of education. we cannot consider intellectual 
education as the only and the most important part of the instructive-educational process, because 
this is characterized by an organic proportioning, whose modification brings prejudice to the natural 
development of a personality. Also because neither the moral nor the physical education, as well as the 
professional one, can be understood as a decisive component of education. Only the combination of 
all the components lead to the multilateral development of the personality.

In contemporary life the necessity of an adequate aesthetic and artistic education increases 
considerably. Aesthetic education helps individuals to learn; to perceive, to “taste” and to appreciate the 
authentic values of art and society. The appearance of new genres and forms of art is accompanied by 
the risk of radical modification of the criteria of aesthetic appreciation. But, in parallel, these changes 
lead to the intellectualization of art, to the conscious understanding of artistic values and it needs the 
formation of a new public, that will be able to distinguish the authentic from, the false, the beauty 
from the ugly, the moral from the immoral. In this way it is very important how we study and perform 
the musical (valuable) pieces. In our case, we researched the modalities of interpretation of vocal and 
choral works of F. Chopin.

Unlike many predecessors and contemporaries, Frederic Chopin is known, first of all, as the author 
of works for piano. At the same time the vocal genre which was greatly developed in romanticism 
makes a part of F. Chopin’s works. Chopin is the author of nearly 20 lyrical songs for piano and voice 
written on the lyrics of the Polish poets during the composer’s creative activity (from 1829 to 1847): 
The song of grief (by V. Paul), My beloved and Away from my eyes (by A. Mitskevitch), Melancholy (by 
B. Zaleskiy), The Lithuanian song (by S. Vitvitskiy), The melody (the author is unknown), rural songs: 
Spring, Desire, The sorrowful river, A party, What does a girl like?, A messenger, A warrior, A groom, A 
nice guy, A ringlet (by S. Vitvitskiy), the meditation Two deaths (by B. Zaleskiy). After the composer’s 
death in 1859 the songs were collected and published in one collection by Chopin’s friend I. Fontana.

Some of his works which are mazurkas, etudes and preludes have been arranged for chorus. 
The Russian composer, pianist, conductor and public man M. A. Balakirev is one of the authors of 
popular arrangements for the mixed chorus a cappella of two Chopin’s mazurkas which have been 
joined in one chorus (of Mazurka es-moll, opus 6, № 4 Presto, ma non troppo and Mazurka As-Dur, 
opus 41, № 4 Allegretto). Balakirev enriched the colour of the original using choral means. It is little-
known that it was Balakirev who was the editor of the first-ever Collected works of Chopin which was 
published in Russia in 1861-1864 (and later the editor of other Chopin’s works) and also the author 
of the reinstrumentation of Chopin’s First piano concerto (1909) and an orchestral Suite (1910). Also 
are well-known the arrangements of Etude E-Dur, opus 10, №3 Lento ma non troppo done by Lilian 
Durocher for mixed chorus with piano accompaniment on religious lyrics (published in 1956) and 
the Prelude Fis-Dur, opus 28, №13 Lento for solo, chorus, violin, violoncello and organ written on 
the lyrics of the Polish poet Kornel whayskyi and by the pianist Karl Mikuly (1821-1857), Chopin’s 
student and follower, etc.

when studying these musical pieces of F. Chopin, we have to develop some interesting aesthetic 
entities. For example: when we analyze the vocal and choral music of Chopin for a good interpretation, 
we have to develop the musical sensitiveness and all its components. what are these components?  
According to researches, musical sensitiveness as an aesthetical term has the following components:

- melodic hearing, harmonic hearing and the sense of rhythm form the basis of musical perceiving, 
forming the first side of musical sensitiveness. Melodic hearing is the capacity to receive, recognize 
and reproduce a monophonic melody. The perception of a melody supposes its understanding not as a 
succession of sounds, but as an expression of a certain integral content. Each melodic line represents an 
“up” and “down” movement; the sounds also form a great number of intervals. The formation of melodic 
hearing as a psychological basis of musical sensitiveness consists in: a) “learning” the recognition and 
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reproduction of the movement`s direction, i.e. (that is) the melody`s movement “up” and “down”; 
b) “learning” the recognition and reproduction of the qualitative relation between sounds, that is – 
intervals.

The first level (melodic hearing) is easier to be achieved, because the “melodic curb” can be detected 
by any individual. The second level (harmonious hearing) is more difficult to achieve, because one 
needs to recognize the quality to be compared. The form of the waves (the timbre) can become an 
obstacle, which hinder to determine the frequency of the waves (the hight). Such kind of hearing can 
be achieved with the help of observation. An excellent melodic hearing is characterized by a quick, 
easy and rapid grasp of the “qualities” of sounds included in an interval. So, melodic hearing is the 
capacity to recognize the “horizontal” movement of sounds, and the capacity to distinguish easch 
sound of the melody separately and in close relation with the next or the previous sound. Harmonious 
hearing is the capacity to grasp the musical sounds presented simultaneously. So, the person who 
perceives the “vertical” musical line, perceives some musical sounds which form a chord and is able to 
separate them, has a harmonious hearing.

 If melodic hearing permits the merging of all the sounds in a line, and the person has to  recognize 
the line`s movement, then harmonious hearing gives the possibility to feel several simultaneous 
sounds. In the end we obtain “a unique image” of the sonorous complex and individual sensations 
which correspond to the components of the sounds”. 

A melody cannot be perceived without the sense of rhythm, which makes the melody be perceived 
as a system of sounds, each having intensity, length and colour. The rhythm characterizes the mode 
of unfolding the musical phenomenon in time. The sense of rhythm is the capacity to understand the 
succession; the successive setting of the length of the sounds. This capacity is closely connected with 
the mechanism of the motive reproduction. we achieve the sense of rhythm with the help of conscious 
and unconscious exercise (in different musical-rhythmic activities) and in the process of perceiving 
a concrete musical content. It is important to mention that musical hearing is developed through 
different independent musical activities and in the process of musical education. It means, while 
studying the vocal and choral pieces of  F. Chopin, we develop the first side of musical sensitiveness.

-  Each musical work shows a certain group of ideas and feelings; “that is why its perception 
cannot be reduced to passive neutral recording of sonoric complexes, but it obligatorily supposes 
catching (overhearing) the ideatic and emotional-affective significance which it has“ [1, 78 ]. So, the 
sum of ideas, emotions, feelings included into a musical work form the second component (side) – the 
affective one of musical sensitiveness. And, for sure, when studying the vocal and choral music of F. 
Chopin we develop the second side of the musical sensitiveness.

Chopin considered musical interpretation, in particular and music in general as the “art of 
expressing the thoughts by means of sounds” (“L’art d’exprimer ses pensées par les sons”), as the art 
of sounds operating (“L’art de manier les sons”), as the manifestation of our feelings in sounds” (“La 
manifestation de notre sentiment par les sons”) [2, 15]. The composer was deeply convinced that the 
human voice is “the perfect interpreter, the transmitter of human feeling, that is the most delicate 
instrument of interpretation and while he was healthy he did not miss any chance to listen to good 
singers” [2, 35]. Even to his students-pianists he recommended to learn the art of singing. In Chopin’s 
opinion, “the plasticity of tempo, the naturality of expression are inseparably connected with the art 
of playing the piano” [2, 31].

The third side (component) through which we achieve the passage to the rational side of 
cognition – aesthetic taste – is the capacity to react spontaneously through a feeling of satisfaction or 
unsatisfaction gives the aesthetic objects and process; the capacity which is supported  by the intuitive 
and certain understanding, judgment, appreciation of aesthetic values. According to researches, taste 
is permanently present when studying the vocal and choral music of F. Chopin.

while performing Chopin’s compositions it is necessary to take into consideration those 
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requirements which the composer asked from performers: he tried to develop his students’ exclusive 
cantilena of playing, plasticity, prominence, for him it was important to make his students discover the 
expressive basis, the conception of the work. 

Many sources give information that while playing his compositions Chopin along with discovering 
the depth and the essence of the content always paid attention to their genre peculiarities. His 
contemporaries mentioned that “in his playing, in melody phrasing, in his ability to underline a theme, 
in creating the melodic line he was unsurpassed” [3, 291]. “Under his fingers the musical phrase was 
singing and with such clearness that every note became a word, every phrase became a thought. It 
was a speech deprived of pomposity, simple and at the same time elevated” – K. Mikuly was telling R. 
Katchalskiy [2, 31].

Performers should take into consideration Chopin’s performing style, which is distinguished by 
the most delicate ornamentation of details and is simultaneously combined with the poetic inspiration 
of the whole composition, with refined flexibility, delicate melodism and rhythmic determination, and 
also those special requirements to the interpretation which romanticism requires as a whole.

Performers also should consider various stylistic orientations of Chopin’s works which can be 
conditionally divided into 2 groups: the Polish and the European ones. In most of his etudes, preludes, 
scherzos, nocturnes, ballads, impromptus, rondos and waltzes the influence of the European music is 
noticeable while his mazurkas and polonaises are deeply national.

In Chopin’s songs is reflected the beauty of both the Polish folk songs and modern romance city 
music. Distinctive folk-national elements characterize his mazurkas: a combination of song and dance 
features, the use of the popular modus (Frigic, Lidic, variable, the use of polymodus, etc.), structures 
imitating the popular band, syncopes, accents, dotted rhythmics on different beats, polymetry, etc.

Mazurkas es-moll, op.6, №4 Presto, ma non troppo and As-Dur, op.41, №4 Allegretto – even without 
having obvious technical difficulties require from the singers certain skills in the reproduction of the 
original rhythmics and character of their motion. These animated dances of triple time format are 
characterized by the rhythmic crushing of a strong beat, unsteady accents (very often they are placed 
on week beats of bar), prevalence of jumps in melody. The dancing melodies of the mazurkas which 
arise from rhythms and intonations of popular music reproduce a lyrical poem (As-Dur, op.41, №4) 
and a minor scene of rural life (es-moll, op.6, №4).

All Chopin’s creative work and mazurkas in particular are pierced by melancholy for his native 
land which became for the composer a romantic ideal. For Chopin, mazurka is the symbol of Poland 
(he had to move to Paris). The composer poeticized and dramatized his mazurkas which are beyond 
a dancing genre1. 

Etude E-Dur, op. 10, №3 Lento ma non troppo is characterized by special simplicity and romanticism 
of melody. In the genre of etude Chopin did not limit himself to technical complexity which is an 
indispensable condition of this genre, but he tends to the expressiveness (here its basis is the melody) 
and to the artistic character of miniature. As to etudes, whose images are beyond the given genre, 
Chopin fills them with poemic features and creates examples of artistic (concerto) etude.

The width and continuous development in slow tempo of the smooth, melodious tune of Etude 
E-Dur (with prevailing stops at the dominant) require from chorists to give special attention to 
breathing. The pathetic melody is distinguished by a wide extent: it sounds within 21 steps forming 
2 musical sentences not interrupted by pauses. The main expressive means here are crescendo and 
diminuendo and also a special rubato of Chopin, expressing a complex changing of spirit.

1 Starting with Michał Kleofas Ogiński, we can observe at Polish composers (who were the direct predecessors of F. Chopin) the ten-
dency of poemic feature in the genre of mazurka: G. Veneavskiy. I. Alsner, K. Kurpinskiy, F. Ostrovskiy, M. Schimanovsckaya and many 
other Polish composers composed mazurkas.
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The fourth side of sensitiveness – the RATIONAL one, consists of the following elements: 
- aesthetic judgment, that act of consultation and hierarchization of aesthetic objects into an axial 
field, based on some criteria. There are two forms: 

a) the primary form – judgment of taste – the expression of spontaneous 
appreciation, through the prism (angle) of personal taste of aesthetic objects. Although the judgment 
of taste is the expression of an aesthetic attitude, socially determined, it is intensely coloured by the 
subjectivity of the person it is emitted by; 

b) the superior form – judgment of values – is the expression of consultative appreciation through 
the (prism/angle) of taste, and that of the aesthetic ideal on the aesthetic object as well. It expresses a 
theoretical point of view, which requires logical and axial validity; 

AESTHETIC PERSUASION is characterized by the presence of a stable belief. Persuasion repre-
sents the ideas about beauty, which becoming an internal motive, orientate and lead the preoccupa-
tion of a human being in the complicated process of assimilation of “beauty” in his/her way of life, in 
his/her relations with the world and other people; 

AESTHETIC IDEAL – is the perfect reflexion of what exists, but mainly of what it should be; the 
level of consummation of what can be achieved in a certain sphere. 

There are relations of interdependence between the ideal and taste. The aesthetic ideal orientates 
the tastes into a certain direction, and the tastes assure a content proper for the ideal. The aesthetic 
ideal orientates and influences the whole aesthetic experience.  

The components of the rational level form the aesthetic attitude as well, i.e. that-group of spiritual 
reactions of a human being given aesthetic values. F. Chopin in a new way interpreted many genres 
having revived the genre of prelude on a romantic basis. His preludes with all their laconicism became 
independent and artistically completed works. Each of his 24 preludes is composed in its tonality (a 
major + a parallel minor), according to the tonality they are placed on the quarto and qwinto circle. 
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The preludes are contrastive and various in expressive means, each of them corresponds to its unique 
image and psychological state (from intimate – lyrical mood to strongly pronounced dramatism).

Prelude Fis-Dur, op. 28, 13 Lento is characterized by the state of a certain contemplation and agitated 
prayer: a constant return to Ais which recitatively and persistently addresses upwards) from which the com-
position has begun. There the sound is long and, at the same time, here there is some kind of optionality and 
romantic innuendo. Prelude Fis-Dur requires from chorists an unusually wide and long breathing. 
 “Chopin is the purest and most profound romantic but in his romanticism there is nothing superficial, 
ostensible and theatrical… Plasticity, a sense of proportion, congenital grace, “spiritual aristocratism”, 
noble and sincere romanticism is, in our opinion, that complex of characteristic traits necessary for 
performing of Chopin’s works. It is Chopin, this purest and most perfect romantic that most of all 
requires reconsideration, new ways of interpretation and a deep study of his Personality – immersion 
into his style… For the performers of Chopin’s works this it is not less precious and important than 
for musicologists” [4, 187 ].
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